THE LAW SOCIETY OF UPPER CANADA

SPECIAL CONVOCATION

THURSDAY, JUNE 23, 1960

PROGRAMME FOR THE CONFERRING OF DEGREES

THE PROCESSION

The audience will rise when the Treasurer and the Procession enter the Hall and all will remain standing until the Prayer has been read.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN

THE PRAYER

J. D. Arnup, Esq., Q.C., Chairman of the Legal Education Committee, will read the prayer.

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES

The Chairman of the Legal Education Committee will request the Treasurer to confer the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa, upon:

John Delatre Falconbridge

CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE

The members of the graduating class will be presented to the Treasurer by the Chairman of the Legal Education Committee.

BACHELOR OF LAWS

Presented by the Dean of the Osgoode Hall Law School

With Honours

Arnold Englander Terrence James Barry Donnelly
John Richard Cockburn

Mary Celina Adams Stephan Biro
William Andrews Jack Bloom
Laurence Charles Arnold James Roos Breithaupt
Earl Gordon Bailey Robert Howard Burke
Marvin Barkin George Alston Calder
Marianne Elizabeth Barrie Frank Robert Caputo
Harold Philip Dennis Beaudry William Harry Carleton
Harry Henry Bick James Ronald Carrie
Isaac Birenbaum Robert Johnston Carter
PRESENTATION OF SCHOLARSHIPS, MEDALS AND PRIZES

The Treasurer will award the medals, scholarships and prizes won by the graduating class as follows:

Gold Medal  A. Englander
Silver Medal  T. J. B. Donnelly

The Chancellor Van Koughnet Scholarship  A. Englander
The Christopher Robinson Memorial Scholarship  T. J. B. Donnelly
The Matthew Wilson Memorial Scholarship  J. R. Cockburn
The Clara Brett Martin Memorial Scholarship (highest mark in Estate Planning)  A. Englander
The Gurston Allen Prize (highest mark in Conflict of Laws)  T. J. B. Donnelly
The Carswell Company Prize (highest mark in Public International Law)  A. Englander
The Reading Law Club Prize (highest mark in Jurisprudence)  T. J. B. Donnelly
The George M. Miller Northern Ontario Prize  H. P. D. Beaudry
The Butterworth Prize  B. A. Spiegel

ADDRESS


CONVOCATION IS ADJOURNED